Like Timmons Gold (TMGOF) Before It – POTG Is Offering You The Chance At 1,109% Gains – In The Short Term!

We’re taking profits on this one and we’re moving fast! So listen up…

Sources close to me are saying that Portage Resources (POTG) is the next Timmons Gold…

So if you’re ready to turn a meager $5,000 investment into $55,450 – here’s what you need to know:

- POTG shares could double, triple or even quadruple as gold makes its way to expert predicted $5,000 per ounce!

- At just about $.60 a share, right now could be the lowest possible price we see shares of POTG at – and with the chance at 1,109% gains – we’d be crazy not to consider grabbing shares!

- Experts see POTG mirroring Timmons Gold’s (TMGOF) success, potentially exploding from just $.60 to $6.64 – turning every $10,000 invested into $110,900!

- Billionaire Steve Forbes has predicted that the United States will move back to Gold Standard within the next 5 years – Utah has already made the shift – and North Carolina, Idaho and 9 other states are considering following suit!

- Since 2005, gold has jumped 246% - experts from Kitco.com believe it will make another 225% jump before it’s all over – this scenario alone could send share prices through the roof!

What you’re about to hear may sound shocking…
But when Billionaire Steve Forbes talks about money, it’d be wise to listen…

So when he started predicting that the U.S. will make a move back to the Gold Standard, you knew it was only a matter of time till the steps were taken to prepare for this historic shift. Shocking right? But once I started my research, I found his prediction had a lot more merit than one would expect…

As you see, Utah has already started the ball rolling, recently authorizing that gold and silver coins be accepted as legal tender, with rumors that other states like North Carolina and Idaho considering making the same move…

So as investors, what’s the best thing we can do knowing that this shift is more than probable, it’s practically inevitable?

We take the path of least resistance to profits…

And that path is POTG.

As more and more physical gold is needed to restock Ft. Knox, you know that Uncle Sam isn’t going to turn to China to buy their gold…

And Portage Resources (POTG) with their new Peruvian project, has been put on the fast track for production, get all the details at their website: www.portageresourcesinc.com

There’s no denying the fact that the time to get into gold is now.

As America begins a move back to the Gold Standard, POTG is offering a chance at 1,109% profits.

My advice?

Stop reading this now and consider calling your broker or logging on to your online trading account and grabbing as many shares as you’re comfortable with…

You don’t want to find yourself on the outside looking in on this one.

To Your Future Wealth,
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